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Abstract

This paper presents a shape parameterization method based on morphing that acts directly on
CAD-compatible Boundary-Representations (B-Rep), effectively integrated into aerodynamic shape
optimization. The proposed technique requires the definition of a small number of ”handles”, which are
strategically placed around or on the B-Rep shapes to be optimized. Displacement vectors associated
with these handles are used as design variables in the optimization method. Using Radial Basis
Functions (RBF) as an interpolation method, these displacements are transferred from the handles to
the Non-Uniform Rational Basis-Splines (NURBS) control points of the B-Rep model; this approach
offers the advantage that the updated surface remains in CAD format and is thus exportable to a STEP
file. The proposed method combines two successive deformation steps. Each deformation is controlled
by an independent set of handles, increasing the flexibility of the morphing action. A strategy for
updating the CFD surface grid to the already changed B-Rep models enables the seamless inclusion
of the proposed method into any optimization loop, avoiding any into-the-loop dependence on grid
generation packages. The surface grid is updated by computing new nodal coordinates based on the
updated NURBS parametric coordinates; these are computed according to changes in the parametric
domain of trimmed surfaces by an RBF-based interpolation. The displacement of the surface nodes is
then used to displace the CFD volume grid. The tool is differentiated and integrated into gradient-based
optimization loops using the adjoint method to compute the gradient of the objective and constraint
functions with respect to the surface nodal positions. The performance of the proposed method is
assessed in four aerodynamic shape optimization problems, concerning a 2D airfoil, a duct, an aircraft
model and a compressor stationary blading. An assessment of the proposed method based on parametric
effectiveness, in the 2D case, is also presented.

1 Introduction
The goal of aerodynamic or hydrodynamic shape optimization is to find shapes with improved performance
according to one or more criteria and constraints. This process typically starts with the creation of a
(reference) model using a Computer-Aided Design (CAD) software, followed by grid generation and
Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) simulations. The optimization process generates a sequence of
design variations that exhibit progressively improved performance, according to evaluations on CFD tools.
Shapes and grids involved in CFD-based shape optimization require parameterization; as the task that
determines the optimization or design variables, parameterization affects the computational cost and the
success of the optimization. In fact, it defines the ”types” of reachable shapes and the search space to be
explored.

The re-parameterization of geometries available in standard Boundary-Representation (B-Rep) formats,
such as STEP files, in which shapes are represented by a collection of connected patches, is a key
component of the proposed method. Overall, surface parameterization techniques for use in shape
optimization should:

• be able to handle complex, yet smooth, regular and realistic shapes and allow the imposition of
geometric constraints;

• ensure a wide range of reachable shapes with the minimum number of design variables because the
complexity of shape optimization scales with this number [1];

• give rise to properly scaled design variables to facilitate the convergence of the optimization loop
[2];

• be able to easily compute derivatives of surface nodal coordinates with respect to (w.r.t.) the design
variables; in gradient-based optimization, this should be combined with the adjoint method that
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computes the gradients of the objective and constraint functions w.r.t. the surface nodal coordinates
[3];

• offer the ability to deform the existing CFD surface grid by adapting it to the new shape, which
allows the displacement of the volume grid to fit the new boundary, so as to avoid re-meshing;

• retain compatibility with the CAD software for further processing in industrial workflows.

Shape parameterization has been an area of continuous and extensive research; therefore, a vast amount
of relevant literature can be found. A detailed survey of shape parameterization techniques for design
optimization is provided in [4]; these techniques can be classified into grid-based and CAD-based ones.

Grid-based parameterization relies upon either direct nodal deformations or space morphing techniques.
The former perturb surface grid nodes and give rise to the most extensive design space but require
smoothing to avoid unrealistic designs or invalid grids [5]. On the other hand, space morphing techniques
deform the space in which grids are embedded. They speed-up the optimization process by avoiding
re-meshing and enable the continuation of new CFD simulations from a previous one on a different
domain. Space morphing/deformation functions d : �3 → �3 assign a displacement to each point in
space. Displacements imposed on a set of points (”handles”) determine the deformation field. The most
common space deformation techniques, such as lattice-based Free-Form Deformations (FFD) and Radial
Basis Functions, are compared in [6]. RBF handles are placed arbitrarily in space (point-based), in contrast
to lattice-based FFD, in which handles coincide with the vertices of polyhedra. Examples of RBF-based
parameterization are presented in [7] and [8]. In [7], airfoil shapes in discrete form are controlled by
RBF handles placed off the shape. In [8], the RBF model is employed to parameterize and optimize
sails trim by applying rigid displacements to sets of surface nodes. Overall, grid-based parameterizations
succeed in building effective design spaces, even for complicated shapes; however, any link with the
CAD model is lost during the optimization. Upon completion of the optimization loop, it is desirable to
export the optimized shapes in a CAD format, though this unavoidably introduces approximation error
and may compromise the obtained performance gain. Handling shapes in other than CAD formats, during
the optimization loop, generally makes it harder to impose geometric constraints. For instance, keeping
surfaces of revolution, such as the casing in turbomachinery applications, intact while morphing the blade
surfaces requires handling the intersection of the blade with the casing or keeping these intersections
fixed; both operations are readily available in CAD systems.

CAD-based methods can be classified as constructive, NURBS-based and space morphing. In construc-
tive CAD tools, shapes are defined starting from standard geometric features, such as curves, extrusions
and holes. This can be done using generic CAD packages or application-specific parameterization soft-
ware. For instance, in turbomachinery design, it is common to have dedicated CAD kernels, such as
the one presented in [3], which use spanwise and chordwise distributions of various geometric quanti-
ties (angles and thicknesses), usually in the form of polynomial or NURBS curves. Constructive CAD
tools generate geometries from scratch and, if necessary, can vary the topology of the model. They are
defined by a sequence of instructions intrinsically accommodating geometric constraints but they may
over-constrain the designed shapes. Moreover, constructive CAD methods are not easily differentiable
[9]. Pure NURBS-based methods may overcome this problem [10]. Such methods use NURBS control
point coordinates, contained in B-Rep models, to directly deform the shape, allowing for rich design
spaces. It is challenging to generalize such methods to cases with many trimmed patches by keeping
adjacent NURBS surfaces watertight and eventually tangent when control points are displaced. In [11], a
method for respecting geometric continuities over NURBS patch interfaces, which relies on the discrete
filtering of the NURBS control point displacements, is presented; this provides a rich design space and
shape derivatives. However, NURBS-based methods can be impractical in some industrial cases, the CAD
models of which may contain thousands of NURBS control points. The third class of methods, namely
space morphing techniques applied to B-rep models, displaces the NURBS control points indirectly;
the herein proposed parameterization technique belongs to the latter. These introduce just a few design
variables and provide smooth shape variations, even for CAD models with thousands of NURBS control
points; however, these methods are not commonly found in the literature. An approach based on FFD,
proposed in [12] for structural analysis, applies the same transformation to both the CAD model and
the computational grid. However, the resulting CAD model only approximates the corresponding grid
surface and, in [12], the method is demonstrated only for small shape modifications. Commercial CAD
packages, such as Rhino [13], offer the ability to use morphing boxes to alter single NURBS surfaces.
The software employed in [8] can approximately bring the shape of an RBF-morphed grid back to CAD.
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Figure 1: Main phases of the parameterization procedure based on shape morphing and CFD surface
grid deformation. Within an optimization loop, the deformation of the volume CFD grid follows. The
multi-step B-Rep deformation procedure is described in Section 3. The surface grid adaptation procedure
is described in Section 4.

In [14], a method for editing B-Rep models via push-pull direct modeling of patches is proposed. Despite
its robustness, it cannot easily be used for shape optimization.

Generally, in shape optimization, CFD grid deformation techniques are preferable, because directly
changing the CAD model should be followed by re-meshing. The proposed method overcomes this
shortcoming of CAD-based optimization by simultaneously morphing the CFD surface grid according to
the morphed CAD. The proposed shape-morphing strategy can handle complex geometries with a user-
defined number of parameters, which result in well-scaled design variables for use in shape optimization.
Shape morphing is based on the RBF interpolation model and decouples the construction of the reference
geometry from the parameterization to be used during the optimization. Regarding the optimization itself,
gradient-based methods supported by the continuous or discrete adjoint method for computing the objective
function gradient have become very attractive in CFD-based optimization with many design variables,
mainly because adjoint methods compute gradients at a cost independent of their number. However,
adjoint methods primarily compute sensitivities of an objective function F w.r.t. the nodal coordinates
on the grid surface, namely ∂F /∂x [3]. To obtain the sensitivities of F w.r.t. the design variables b, the
parameterization must be differentiated (i.e. ∂x/∂b must be computed; geometric sensitivities) and linked
to the sensitivities computed by the adjoint method through the chain rule

∂F

∂b
=
∂F

∂x
∂x
∂b

.

Various methods exist for computing geometric sensitivities, such as Finite Differences (FD), algorithmic
differentiation and analytic differentiation. The proposed method makes use of FD. Thanks to the strategy
implemented to displace the CFD surface grid according to shape variations, geometric sensitivities are
easily computed at the surface grid nodes.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the proposed parameterization method based
on shape morphing and describes the necessary background tools. The method is presented in detail in
Section 3. Section 4 outlines the strategy for updating the CFD surface grid according to the updated
CAD model. Section 5 applies the programmed software to four problems.

2 Shape-Morphing Strategy and Theoretical Background
Before presenting the details of the proposed shape-morphing technique in Section 3, Section 2.1 concisely
summarizes the main phases of the parameterization procedure and CFD surface grid deformation. They
are based on two mathematical entities, NURBS and RBF, for which the concepts and notations used in
the remainder of the paper can be found in Sections 2.2 and 2.3.

2.1 Shape-Morphing Strategy
Figure 1 illustrates the workflow defining the shape parameterization strategy based on morphing. Firstly,
the reference shape is imported in the form of a B-Rep model, practically as a STEP file. Because STEP
files might contain non-NURBS entities, these are converted to NURBS and thus made compatible with
what follows. Handles used to deform the shapes are then positioned on or around these NURBS patches.
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Figure 2: Left: Two intersecting/trimmed NURBS surfaces and bi-directional control nets. The shared
curve (dashed) and trimmed parts of the surfaces, invisible in the CAD model, are illustrated. Right:
Trimmed parametric domains of the two surfaces along with the dashed p-curves corresponding to the
shared curve. The green point is one of the many test points controlling geometric continuities, see Section
3.2. It is represented on the curve-on-surface and the two p-curves.

To increase morphing flexibility, a series of successive deformation actions, each corresponding to a set of
handles, is employed; according to it, shapes are incrementally deformed (multi-step deformations). The
displacements of the handles are used as design variables during the optimization. Section 3 presents the
details of the procedure for deforming sets of NURBS surfaces, following the displacement of handles,
while satisfying geometric continuities. This procedure results in modified B-Rep models, to be exported
as STEP files. Associated with the same task is the deformation of the CFD surface grid of the reference
shape, by adapting it to the deformed B-Rep model. To this end, the NURBS parametric coordinates of
each surface grid node are needed. If not available from the grid generation software, these should be
reconstructed by projecting grid nodes onto the NURBS parametric space of the patches pertaining to
the reference B-rep model. Once the shape has been morphed, the trimming-curves displacements of
the NURBS surfaces in the parametric space drive the RBF-based displacement of the nodal parametric
coordinates; the so-computed new nodal parametric coordinates determine the new positions of the surface
grid nodes. The last phase is the displacement of the 3D CFD grid, for which the RBF-based method
described in [15] is used; we refrain from presenting the details of this method.

2.2 Basics of NURBS and Relevant Issues
NURBS are analytical functions describing 2D or 3D curves up to complex 3D surfaces. Because of their
flexibility, NURBS are frequently employed in CAD systems. In standard vendor-neutral file formats for
exchanging information among CAD systems, such as the STEP file format, B-Rep primarily (though not
exclusively, as noted above) relies upon NURBS patches, for the purpose of portability. Using NURBS
patches to represent shapes enables the exchange of information in standard CAD format.

A NURBS curve is a parametric curve mathematically defined as

C(u) =

I∑
i=0

Ri(u)Pi , (1)

where Pi are the control points forming a control polygon/net, Ri(u) are the rational basis functions and u
is the parameter. If Pi ∈ �

2, C(u) is a curve on a plane else, if Pi ∈ �
3, C(u) is a curve in the 3D space.

Similarly, a NURBS surface is a two-parameter (u and v) function, defined as

S(u, v) =

I∑
i=0

J∑
j=0

Ri, j(u, v)Pi, j . (2)

In this case, control points Pi, j ∈ �
3 form a bi-directional control net [16].

NURBS surfaces have the limitation of being four-sided patches; thus, to create complex shapes,
many trimmed patches must be combined. Trimming is the operation that ”cuts” surfaces using curves
lying on them, increasing the flexibility in shape representation. For instance, a surface with a hole
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Table 1: RBF activation functions.

Name φ(r) Used for See
Section

Inverse multiquadric
(
(r/σ)2 + 1

)−1/2
Shape morphing 3.1

Wendland C2

(1 − r/σ)4 (1 + 4r/σ) if r < σ
0 if r ≥ σ

Shape morphing 3.1

Wendland C0

(1 − r/σ)2 if r < σ
0 if r ≥ σ

Continuity fixing 3.2

Thin plate spline r log rr Displacement of
parametric coordinates 4

can be represented by a single trimmed surface. The trimmed-away portions of the surface are neither
discarded nor rendered when showing the B-Rep model. Curves used for trimming surfaces are called
curves-on-surface (Ccs) or p-curves (Cpc) if represented in the parametric space of surfaces sharing the 3D
curve-on-surface. P-curves and curves-on-surface are also used to describe the natural edges of surfaces.
The portion of the surface that is actively part of the B-Rep model is the parametric domain Ω, defined by
a set of p-curves forming one or more loops in the parametric space of a surface, as illustrated in Figure 2,
where the shared Ccs corresponds to two Cpc in the parametric domains of the two intersecting surfaces.
Trimming is a crucial operation for building complex shapes. However, it may introduce gaps between
intersecting NURBS patches; continuity across these interfaces (to a specified tolerance) is ensured by
appropriate control points positioning rather than by making control points on the edges of the surfaces
coincide. In a B-Rep model, G0 continuity does not require that adjacent NURBS surfaces share the
same number or distribution of control points. Figure 2 illustrates a simple example in which the control
points of a curve-on-surface do not coincide with those of the adjacent surface. Such configurations create
geometric continuity issues when B-Rep models are changing during an optimization loop; a remedy to
this is presented in Section 3.2.

2.3 Basics of RBF-Based Interpolation and Relevant Issues
RBF interpolation is extremely versatile since it can interpolate values given at scattered points by
returning the exact values at those points. In this study, quantities to be interpolated are the known 2D or
3D displacements defined at distinct source nodes, which are (i) the handles of the (3D) parameterization
in Section 3.1, (ii) NURBS control points (3D) in Section 3.2, or (iii) NURBS parametric coordinates
(2D) and (iv) grid nodes (3D) in Section 4. Radial basis functions are real-valued functions φ : �→ �
depending only on the distances of a point x ∈ �Q from the so-called RBF interpolation sources xn ∈

�Q, n ∈ [1,N]. The RBF deformation function d : �Q → �Q takes the form

d(x) =

N∑
n=1

cnφ(‖x − xn‖), (3)

where ‖.‖ is the Euclidean distance, and the coefficients cn ∈ �
Q are computed so as to correctly reproduce

the imposed displacements d(xn) = δn ∈ �
Q, ∀n ∈ [1,N] at the source nodes; this requires the numerical

solution of an N × N linear system. Since the proposed method requires the solution of small linear
systems, computational cost is not an issue even in multi-step deformations.

The behavior of the interpolation is profoundly influenced by the chosen RBF activation function φ
[17], with either local or global support. Activation functions adopted in this paper are reported in Table 1;
some of them depend on σ, which also affects the interpolation [17]. In locally supported RBF activation
functions, σ determines the region of influence of the RBF around each source node; this implies that
φ(r) , 0 if and only if r < σ. The displacement of the handles dictated by the optimization is interpolated
at the NURBS control points using the RBF method, with the Wendland C2 function if the user wishes
to apply local deformations or the inverse multiquadric function for global ones. These functions are
bounded (|φ(r)| ≤ 1, ∀r ≥ 0) and strictly monotonically decreasing (φ(r1) > φ(r2), ∀r1 < r2, r1 ≥ 0);
that is, the displacements interpolated at the NURBS control points fade away far from the handles,
providing smooth and intuitive deformations (Section 3.1). Nodal displacements in the 2D parametric
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Figure 3: Deformation of two NURBS curves describing a 2D airfoil shape. The NURBS curves alter by
interpolating the displacements δ of the RBF handles H to the control points P.

space of NURBS surfaces are computed using the σ-free thin plate spline function, which has excellent
interpolation capabilities in spaces where deformations are known along the boundaries and interpolated
at the internal nodes (Section 4). Local deformations of surface grid nodes (Section 4) and NURBS control
points (Section 3.2) are carried out with the Wendland C0 function. In RBF interpolations with global
support, equation 3 is modified by adding polynomial terms to guarantee the exact affine displacement by
respecting translation, rotation and scaling. These terms are not included in this paper; the reader may
find more about them in [18].

3 RBF-Based CAD Shape-Morphing Framework
In the proposed method, shapes described by or transformed into NURBS patches undergo RBF-based
morphing, see Section 3.1. By doing so, geometric continuities at the interfaces of NURBS patches can
be jeopardized. Section 3.2 proposes an approach for preserving positional (G0) and tangential (G1)
continuity between surfaces. Hereafter, surfaces and curves of a B-Rep model are not indexed.

3.1 B-Rep Deformation Driven by Handles
During the optimization, shapes are modified by imposing displacement vectors δn, n ∈ [1,N] on a
user-defined number of handles Hn. These displacements are interpolated at the NURBS control points
Pi, i ∈ [0, I] and Pi, j, (i, j) ∈ [I × J] of curves Ccs(u) and surfaces S(u, v). Changed NURBS curves Ĉcs(u)
and surfaces Ŝ(u, v) are created by means of the same rational basis functions Ri(u) and Ri, j(u, v) as the
reference ones and displaced control points P̂i and P̂i, j. The so-morphed NURBS curves and surfaces are
computed as

Ĉcs(u) =

I∑
i=0

Ri(u) (Pi + dM(Pi))︸           ︷︷           ︸
P̂i

(4)

and

Ŝ(u, v) =

I∑
i=0

J∑
j=0

Ri, j(u, v)
(
Pi, j + dM(Pi, j)

)︸              ︷︷              ︸
P̂i, j

, (5)

where dM(.) is an RBF deformation operator (equation 3) trained on the displacements δn of Hn, n ∈ [1,N].
A 2D example is illustrated in Figure 3: two handles are used to deform an airfoil shape described by two
NURBS curves, separately for its pressure and suction sides, which together form the B-Rep model.

In shape morphing, a frequent requirement is to keep certain parts of the overall shape fixed. Two
possible ways to handle this requirement are proposed. In the first, although the entire geometry is
considered deformable, fixed handles coinciding with the NURBS control points, describing the portion
of the shape that should remain intact, are inserted. This option must be used if a smooth transition
from deformable to fixed parts is required. For example, this approach is used in Section 5.2 to keep
the inlet and outlet sections of a duct fixed while deforming its central part, with a smooth transition
in between. The other option is to deform only a subset of the NURBS surfaces in the B-rep model.
After the deformation action, the p-curves at the intersection of deformed and undeformed surfaces are
updated by re-trimming. This allows the displacement of the intersection lines over the fixed surfaces
while maintaining the validity of the CAD model. This approach is used in Section 5.3 in order to redesign
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Figure 4: Two-step deformation of an airfoil shape. ∆1 = [δ1, δ2]T are the displacements of the set of
handlesH1 = [H1,H2]T which are active in the first step (red). ∆2 = [δ3, δ4]T are the displacements of
the set of handlesH2 = [H3,H4]T which are active in the second step (green). Top-left: The first step,
in which active handles are marked in red and passive in green. New active handles are used to train the
deformation function d1 : �2 → �2, which is used to displace the passive handles from positionsH2 to
H
′
2 together with the shape. Top-right: The second step, in which green handles become active. Active

handles are used to train the deformation function d2 : �2 → �2 to further displace the shape deformed
by d1. Bottom: Schematics for the construction of the two-step deformation function dM : �2 → �2.

an aircraft wing while keeping its fuselage fixed and, in Section 5.4, to keep the same axisymmetric hub
and shroud surfaces of a stationary blade-row fixed while deforming the blade itself. Updated p-curves in
the deformed B-Rep model are denoted by Ĉpc.

The RBF interpolation offers flexibility in shape modifications, allowing handles to be placed in
arbitrary locations. For even higher flexibility, multi-step deformations1 can be used: these are performed
one after the other to incrementally deform surfaces. In each step, different sets of handles are used. Using
more than one steps makes it possible to define more complex shape modifications, defining multiple sets
of handles with increasing levels of control. Practically, the use of a few handles producing low-frequency
deformations and many handles making high-frequency ones is recommended. In most cases, this gives
rise to a two-step deformation approach. However, the proposed method and the programmed software
support any number of steps. By solving the RBF problems (one for each step) sequentially, it is possible
to employ various activation functions and σ values. It is recommended that handles responsible for
low-frequency deformations be placed at a distance from the shape; just a few of them are usually enough.
The activation function associated with these handles should be of global support. In contrast, handles
responsible for high-frequency deformations should be placed on or next to the shape surface, in areas
where higher deformation resolution is needed. The corresponding activation functions should be of
local support. Depending on the application, users can choose whether handles move along Cartesian or
cylindrical directions.

One of the metrics that can be used to measure the performance of the proposed method is the
parametric effectiveness (PE) [19]. PE computes the degree to which the proposed method alters the
search space compared to an optimization controlling NURBS control point positions directly. PE is the
ratio of the maximum objective function improvement that can be achieved using the parameterization in
hands to the one that could be achieved if surface nodal points were free to move independently; both are
subjected to the constraint of the same root-mean-squared boundary displacement. PE can be computed at
the cost of a single adjoint run [20]. Herein, we refrain from presenting the definition of PE; this can be
found in [19] and [20].

Unlike single-step RBF-based deformation, in which all handles interact with each other, the use
of various sets of handles allows successive modifications over the same part of the shape. Each step
allows for deforming the shape with a different geometric modeling paradigm. However, to maintain the
modeling paradigm imposed by the user at each step, sets of handles must be displaced hierarchically. In
each step, a distinction is made between active and passive sets of handles. The former is a single set used

1”Multi-step deformations” denotes a sequence of distinct deformations and not the division of a single deformation into many
steps.
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Figure 5: Double elbow duct. Reference (blue) and optimized (red) geometry targeting total pressure
losses. The shape is altered by displacing the handles (spheres) using a two-step approach. The first step
is based on 4 handles (large spheres), whereas the second on 30 handles (smaller spheres). Handles are
shown in their initial (blue) and final (red) positions. Moreover, the intermediate (black) positions of
the handles of the second step are shown. These are computed after applying the deformation action of
the first step. Inlet and outlet sections are kept intact by fixed handles (not shown) coinciding with the
NURBS control points.

to train the RBF deformation function of the current step. The latter includes all sets that will become
active in the subsequent steps; their position is passively displaced by the RBF deformation functions of
all previous steps. More precisely, to perform an S -step deformation, handles must be organized in S sets
H s, s ∈ [1, S ]:

H1 = [H1, · · · ,Hn1 ]T , H2 = [Hn1+1, · · · ,Hn2 ]T , · · · ,

HS = [HnS−1+1, · · · ,HN]T , 1 ≤ n1 < · · · < nS−1 < nS ≡ N .

For an S -step deformation, the operator dM in equations 4 and 5 includes the deformation functions of all
steps, namely dM(x) = (dS ◦ dS−1 ◦ ... ◦ d1)(x) for S steps, where the sth deformation function is trained
on the set

H
′
s =


Hns−1+1 + (ds−1 ◦ · · · ◦ d1 ◦ d0)(Hns−1+1)

...

Hns−1 + (ds−1 ◦ · · · ◦ d1 ◦ d0)(Hns−1)
Hns + (ds−1 ◦ · · · ◦ d1 ◦ d0)(Hns )


,

for the set of displacements ∆s = {δn, n ∈ [ns−1 + 1, ns]}; d0(x) is the null deformation function (x =

d0(x)).
This process is better explained using a pair of examples. In Figure 4, the first deformation step makes

low-frequency shape modifications and also displaces the position of the handles of the second step. The
second step makes high-frequency shape modifications. In the second step, handles placed close to the
surface remain close to it even after the first-step deformation, maintaining the same modeling paradigm
prescribed on the reference shape. Figure 4 also illustrates the composition of a two-step deformation
function. The second example, illustrated in Figure 5, is concerned with the double elbow duct further
analyzed in Section 5.2. The duct shape is altered by displacing two sets of handles corresponding to two
deformation steps. In the first step, the four active handles deform the duct shape and displace the passive
handles of the second step (from the ”blue” to the ”black” position). In the second step, the second set of
handles becomes active and additionally deforms the shape through its displacement.

In the 2D airfoil case of Figure 3, after the deformation, C0 continuity at the leading and trailing
edges is guaranteed, because the first and last control points of the two NURBS curves coincide. In fact,
if two control points Pα and Pβ coincide before the transformation (Pα ≡ Pβ), this will be the case for
the deformed shape too, because dM(Pα) ≡ dM(Pβ). However, in 3D CAD models, this is generally not
the case, and positional and tangential (G0 and G1) continuity between surfaces must be recovered after
the RBF-based deformation by repositioning some NURBS surface control points. For example, any
shape-morphing action applied to a CAD model, such as the DPW6 wing-body configuration, Figure
6, would break the G0 continuity of some surfaces, rendering the CAD model invalid. The DPW6 is
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Figure 6: DPW6 aircraft. Shape deformation. The fuselage shape remains intact while the wing is
deformed. The initial shape of the wing and the initial handle positions are shown in blue, the deformed
wing and the final handle positions in red. The deformation action is carried out in two steps; the black
spheres show the positions of the handles at the beginning of the second step.

Figure 7: DPW6 aircraft. G0 continuity fixing. The RBF-based displacements of the NURBS control
points create gaps at joints, violating G0 continuity. The surfaces are sewed by minimizing the squared
distances between test points, here illustrated as red spheres placed along the edges of the CAD model.
Top: Close-up view of a narrow surface at the wing trailing edge, top-left, and a small surface at the wing
tip, top-right, prior to the fix. Bottom: Same close-up views after the fix.
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Figure 8: DPW6 aircraft. Results of the projection of a CFD surface grid onto the CAD model. Residual
values ||S(u, v) − s|| are normalized w.r.t. the length of the diagonal of the surface grid bounding box β.
The edges of the CAD model are also shown as black dashed curves.

an aerodynamic model representative of a modern transonic commercial aircraft with available CAD
model [21]. The wing geometry is defined by 9 NURBS patches, containing 34,765 control points overall,
whereas half of the fuselage is formed by 23 patches, containing 134,128 control points overall. Figure
6 illustrates the shape-morphing action based on a two-step deformation. In the first step, one handle,
which is allowed to move in the xz-plane, controls the overall shape of the wing. In the second step,
handles placed close to the leading and trailing edges control the wing locally through their displacements
in the z-direction; displacements in the x-direction are not allowed in order to keep the axial chord of
the wing constant. The fuselage shape is excluded from the morphing actions and remains intact. The
deformation action smoothly changes the shape of the wing but creates gaps, such as those at the narrow
trailing edge surface or over the small surface at the tip of the wing, which renders the deformed CAD
model temporarily invalid, Figure 7. In Section 3.2, a procedure for repairing this kind of discontinuity is
proposed.

3.2 Geometric Continuity Correction
As mentioned above, during the RBF deformation, NURBS control points are displaced in a way that
generally violates continuity between neighboring NURBS patches in the B-rep model, which needs to
be corrected. G0 continuity is ensured by ”sewing” the p-curves Ĉpc(u) of the deformed surfaces to the
corresponding deformed curves-on-surface Ĉcs(u) by displacing the surfaces. This approach requires an
evaluation of the G0 continuity at test points distributed on the curves-on-surface. Figure 2 shows a single
test point on a curve-on-surface and the corresponding p-curves of adjacent surfaces; Figure 7 illustrates
some test points in the Cartesian space for the DPW6 B-rep model. These test points ucs,t, t ∈ [1,NT ] are
distributed in the parametric space of the curves-on-surface Ccs of the reference B-Rep model, and the
corresponding parameters upc,t of each p-curve Cpc in the corresponding surface S are computed by

min
upc,t

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣S( ut, vt︸︷︷︸
Cpc

(
upc,t

)) − Ccs
(
ucs,t

)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ .

Multiple ways to compute (by equations 1 and 2) the same 3D point on the surface of the model, up to a
tolerance, are established; in fact, for all test points Ccs

(
ucs,t

)
≈ S

(
Cpc

(
upc,t

))
. After the B-Rep model

is deformed, Ĉcs
(
ucs,t

)
and Ŝ

(
Ĉpc

(
upc,t

))
no longer coincide. In order to fix it, a minimization problem

is set up to reduce the distance between the points computed through the deformed curves-on-surface
Ĉcs

(
ucs,t

)
and p-curves Ŝ

(
Ĉpc

(
upc,t

))
. Such a minimization problem uses a subset of the control points

P̂Γ := [∀ P̂i, j : (i, j) ∈ Γ] in each surface Ŝ as design variables. The corresponding minimization problem
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is defined for each surface as

min
∆P̂Γ

CG0(∆P̂Γ) = min
∆P̂Γ

NT∑
t=1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ Ŝ
(
Ĉpc

(
upc,t

))
− Ĉcs

(
ucs,t

)
+

+
∑

(i, j)∈Γ

Ri, j

(
Ĉpc

(
upc,t

))
∆P̂i, j

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2 , (6)

where Ŝ
(
Ĉpc

(
upc,t

))
is the point computed on the deformed surface, Ĉcs

(
ucs,t

)
is the point computed on

the deformed curve and ∆P̂Γ := [∀ ∆P̂i, j : (i, j) ∈ Γ] are the corrections to the surface control points
identified by Γ. Γ is the set of indices defined as

Γ =

NT⋃
t=1

Γt , Γt = ∀(i, j) ∈ [I × J] :
Ri, j(ut, vt)∑I

l=0
∑J

m=0 Rl,m(ut, vt)
≥ R̄t ,

where R̄t is a threshold defined by averaging all non-zero Ri, j(ut, vt). It is necessary to modify only the
control points identified by Γ, instead of the full set (i, j) ∈ [I × J], in order to well pose the minimization
problem of equation 6. Due to the local support property of NURBS, many control points might play no
role in minimizing the cost function CG0(∆P̂Γ). To avoid singularities in the Hessian matrix derived from
CG0, these control points must not be included in the minimization problem. Excluding control points that
have little influence also improves robustness and convergence rate. Test points are automatically arranged
on the curves-on-surface based on distance, curvature and knot-distributions criteria. Since NURBS are
polynomial expressions, testing the G-continuities of two NURBS entities at a finite number of points
is sufficient to guarantee continuity along the entire curve-on-surface. The proposed method based on
the minimization of CG0(∆P̂Γ) overcomes over-sampling, with the only extra burden being the increased
computational cost for computing CG0; however, the number of degrees of freedom (∆P̂Γ) of the cost
function is independent of the number of test points.

When computing the new surface according to the corrections ∆P̂Γ, since these corrections are
applied only to the control points identified by Γ in each NURBS surface, the resulting shape might
be irregular; that is, some rows of control points might move while others remain unaffected. An
additional procedure is, therefore, applied to regularize the deformation induced by the corrections. The
displacements ∆P̂Γ := [∀ ∆P̂i, j : (i, j) ∈ Γ] computed by minimizing CG0(∆P̂Γ) are propagated to the rest
of the control points by the RBF interpolation. The locally supported RBF activation function used in
this phase is the Wendland C0 (Table 1) with σ chosen to be four times the maximum displacement norm,
σ = 4 max(i, j)∈Γ

∥∥∥∆P̂i, j

∥∥∥, so as to smoothly propagate the deformation while retaining a local effect. The
deformed G0-continuous surfaces are given by

ˆ̂S(u, v) =

I∑
i=0

J∑
j=0

Ri, j(u, v)
(
P̂i + dC(P̂i, j)

)
,

where dC is the interpolation operator (C stands for correction). The minimization problem of equation 6
is solved using the Newton method. Since the Hessian matrix is constant (i.e., it does not depend on the
NURBS control point positions), and many of its entries are zero due to the local support property of the
NURBS, the Hessian matrix for each NURBS surface is inverted once with a sparse decomposition [22].
Similarly, the computationally expensive rational basis functions that appear in the objective function and
its first derivative are computed just once and re-used, since they do not change during the minimization
of CG0. In fact, by pre-computing these quantities, it is possible to reduce the time needed to perform a
Newton iteration by as much as two orders of magnitude. Moreover, these minimization problems can be
solved in parallel, being independent of each other. In some B-Rep models, the distribution of control
points does not allow the optimization to drive the CG0 objective sufficiently low to make the CAD model
valid. In fact, a curve that contains too few control points cannot be sewed to another curve effectively
due to the limitation in shape flexibility. In this case, additional knots are automatically inserted into the
reference B-rep model.

G1 continuity is corrected by solving a constrained minimization problem: on condition that G0
continuity is satisfied, G1 continuity requires that adjacent NURBS surfaces share the same tangent plane
along the shared curve-on-surface. For two adjacent surfaces S1 and S2 that are G0 continuous at the
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Figure 9: Displacement of the hub surface grid of a turbine stator in the NURBS surface parametric space.
Left: Initial positions of the nodes in the u − v plane. Middle: Displacements plotted along the p-curves
of the reference and morphed shape. Right: Nodes displaced by the RBF interpolation. Colors represent
the magnitude of the nodal displacements.

Figure 10: Reference and a morphed Cartesian grid of a turbine stator. Left: The reference surface grid
projected onto the (u, v) space of the hub surface. Right: The morphed grid computed with the morphed
(û, v̂) parametric nodes.

points (ut, vt)S 1 on S1 and (ut, vt)S 2 on S2 (S1 ((ut, vt)S 1) � S2 ((ut, vt)S 2)), the G1 continuity condition at
such test points is expressed as

det
(
∂S1(u, v)

∂u

∣∣∣∣∣(ut, vt)S 1
,
∂S1(u, v)

∂v

∣∣∣∣∣(ut, vt)S 1
,

∂S2(u, v)
∂u

∣∣∣∣∣(ut, vt)S 2

)
= 0 , (7)

which is a measure of the coplanarity of the tangential vectors computed at the test points on the two
surfaces.

From equation 7, a differentiable cost function can easily be derived as the summation of the determi-
nants of all test points shared by two or more surfaces and minimized by displacing the surface NURBS
control points similar to the G0 correction case. Whereas G0 continuity correction requires solving
an independent unconstrained problem for each surface, G1 continuity requires solving a constrained
optimization problem involving all surfaces; the cost function for the latter involves the displacement of
the control points of all deformable surfaces of the B-Rep model. However, the RBF deformation function
is implicitly smooth [23], and in many cases, G1 continuity does not need to be fixed. The Sequential
Quadratic Programming (SQP) method is used to handle the gradient-based constrained optimization with
many design variables. The corrective deformation imposing G1 continuity is interpolated with the RBF
method at all NURBS control points.

4 CFD Surface Grid Displacement
Deforming an existing 3D CFD grid according to a morphed CAD model is fundamental to reduce the
computational cost of aerodynamic shape optimizations. The proposed CFD surface grid displacement
method exploits the fact that, in the shape-morphing strategy presented in Section 3, the CAD model
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topology does not alter during the deformations; thus, the NURBS-based representation of shapes enables
the mapping of the CFD grid surface nodes onto the (u, v) NURBS surface parametric spaces. Such a
mapping works by determining which NURBS surface a grid node s ∈ �3 belongs to and identifying
the parameters (u, v) that yields s by taking into account the domain Ω of each NURBS surface (part of
the surface that is not trimmed). The projection of each surface grid node is checked separately on each
surface. That is, for each surface, the (u, v) parameters of each node are found by solving the problem

min
(u,v)∈Ω

‖S(u, v) − s‖ . (8)

Surface grid nodes at joints belong to more than one surfaces, and their parametric values are computed
for all of them. Because the problem of equation 8 is overdetermined (three equations and two unknowns),
it is solved by nonlinear least-squares. Care must be taken in case the NURBS patch is not C1 continuous
and in order to provide a good starting point for the least-squares iterations. More details on the point
projection algorithm can be found in [16, Section 6.1]. Because the projection task is expensive, even
if fully parallelized, due to a large number of CFD surface grid nodes to be projected, the (u, v) values
are computed once and, then, stored. Figure 8 illustrates the residuals of the projection of a CFD surface
grid on the B-rep model of the DPW6 test case. Grid nodes lying close to or along the boundary of the
parametric domains Ω are subject to higher residual values from the minimization of the problem in
equation 8 due to CAD model tolerances involved in the definition of the domain Ω itself.

When deforming NURBS surfaces, their parametric domains Ω might change due to changes in
the p-curves Cpc, as described in Section 3.1. Before computing the surface grid, the grid projected
onto the parametric domain Ω needs to be adapted to the new parametric domain Ω̂ defined by the new
p-curves Ĉpc. The parametric domain is adapted using RBF-based interpolation. As noted, there is a
one-to-one correspondence between surfaces, curves and p-curves of the reference and deformed CAD
models. For each parametric domain, nodes are distributed equidistantly along the p-curves (distances
are measured in the parametric space of the surface) obtained from the reference and deformed CAD
model: the displacement of each node (u, v) ∈ Ω, computed from the p-curves, is used to find the RBF
deformation function dPAR : �2 → �2. The thin plate spline activation function (Table 1) is used. The
new parametric values contained in Ω̂ are then computed as (û, v̂) = (u, v) + dPAR(u, v) and used to find
the new CFD surface grid nodes ŝ = ˆ̂S(û, v̂). For nodes along the joints, the average position is taken and
the surrounding nodes are adjusted by local RBF interpolation based on the Wendland C0 function; this
ensures the validity of the CFD surface grid in case computational nodes are close to each other according
to the user-defined geometric tolerance associated with the B-Rep model.

Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the procedure for displacing the surface grid in the NURBS parametric
space for the hub surface of a turbine stator. The reference grid in Figure 10 is projected onto and displaced
into the NURBS parametric space of the hub surface, Figure 9. The displaced surface grid in Cartesian
space is illustrated in Figure 10.

5 Method Demonstration
This section demonstrates the application of the proposed method and the programmed software in three
shape optimization case studies. First, the method is used in a 2D case, namely to re-parameterize
an airfoil, by also computing its effect on the search space through the computation of the PE. Then,
the method contributes to the gradient-based optimization of a double elbow duct and a multi-objective
evolutionary algorithm (EA)-based optimization of an aircraft wing. Finally, the results of an EA-based
optimization of a compressor stator by using CAD software for turbomachinery blade modeling and the
proposed method are presented and compared. All CFD simulations are performed using the in-house
GPU-enabled Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations solver [24] employing the Spalart-
Allmaras turbulence model. The volume grids are displaced with the in-house two-step RBF-based grid
displacement software [25], which is able to displace grids with millions of nodes in a couple of minutes
(on a high-performance computing node), given the displacement of their surface nodes. EA-based
optimizations are performed using the in-house software EASY (Evolutionary Algorithm System) [26],
whereas gradient-based optimizations rely upon the SQP method [2]. Although the proposed method and
software support an arbitrary number of deformation steps, all applications presented herein make use of
a two-step deformation approach.
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Figure 11: RAE 2822 airfoil. The NURBS-based parameterizations employing the NURBS control
points ordinates as DoFs are illustrated. During the optimization, the control points corresponding to the
leading and trailing edges are kept fixed. From top to bottom the airfoil is parameterized with 12, 14 and
16 DoFs.

Figure 12: RAE 2822 airfoil. The RBF-based parameterizations employing the RBF handles displace-
ments in the y-direction as DoFs are illustrated. The RBF handles displacements control the position of
the NURBS control points. During the optimization, the handles corresponding to the leading and trailing
edges are kept fixed. From top to bottom the airfoil is parameterized with 4, 6 and 8 DoFs.

5.1 A 2D Study: RAE 2822 Airfoil
Several studies on the RAE 2822 airfoil can be found [27]. The purpose here is to assess the quality of
shapes computed by employing the proposed parameterization method compared to the outcome of an
optimization with the NURBS control point positions as Degrees of Freedom (DoFs). To this end, the PE
of the two methods is also computed. In detail, the two parameterization methods to be compared, with
different numbers of DoFs each, are:

• Three airfoil parameterizations based on NURBS curves with different numbers of control points
each. NURBS curves for the pressure and suction sides with 8, 9 or 10 points are used. During
the optimization, only 6, 7 or 8 control points per curve, respectively, are allowed to move in the
y-direction yielding 12,14 or 16 DoFs in total. The parameterizations are illustrated in Figure 11.

• Three parameterizations based on RBF handles which control the NURBS curves. The pressure
and suction sides are approximated with NURBS curves with 10 control points each; their positions
are controlled by 6, 8 or 10 handles placed around the airfoil, Figure 12. During the optimization, 4,
6 or 8 handles, respectively, move in the y-direction; thus, the optimization is conducted with 4, 6,
or 8 DoFs. The parameterizations are illustrated in Figure 12. The inverse multiquadric activation
function with global support is used.

The free-stream flow conditions correspond to test case 6 of [28] with Mach number equal to 0.725,
flow angle 2.92◦ and Reynolds number 6.5 · 106 The function to be minimized is the drag coefficient
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Figure 13: RAE 2822 airfoil. Original shape compared to the ones with improved drag obtained
from different shape optimizations employing the NURBS control point positions and RBF handles
displacements as DoFs. Differences in the shapes are minor.

Figure 14: RAE 2822 airfoil. CD improvement obtained by optimizing the shape of the airfoil with
different numbers of DoFs and two different parameterization methods. Constraints are imposed on CL,
Cm and A. C0

D is the drag coefficient of to the initial shape.

CD. Inequality constraints are imposed on the lift coefficient CL ≥ CL
0, the pitching moment coefficient

Cm ≥ Cm
0 and the airfoil area A ≥ A0. CL

0, Cm
0 and A0 are the values associated with the initial shape.

Leading and trailing edge are kept fixed, which results in constant axial chord length. The gradient-based
optimization is conducted using an SQP-based algorithm by also bounding the DoFs.

The PE of the NURBS-based parameterization with 16 DoFs is equal to 0.65 for the baseline shape.
The use of the proposed method with 8 DoFs yields a PE value of 0.55. Even if the parameterization
based on handles reduces the number of DoFs by 50%, the PE is, however, reduced by just 16%.

Figure 14 illustrates the CD that the two parameterization methods with different numbers of DoFs
achieve. As expected, by increasing the DoFs lower CD values are found. However, the reduction in
the number of DoFs by the proposed method implies just a small reduction of the capabilities of the
optimization. The proposed parameterization finds designs that reduce CD up to ∼20%. Comparatively,
the pure NURBS parameterization finds designs that reduce CD up to ∼22% but with significantly more
DoFs. To conclude, the parameterizations based on NURBS curves controlled by RBF handles can reach
an almost similar CD reduction and shape with a reduced number of DoFs, compared to that based purely
on NURBS, for the case under consideration. Figure 13 illustrates some of the improved shapes compared
to the initial one: differences are small.

5.2 Double Elbow Duct
The double elbow duct B-Rep model is composed of a single untrimmed NURBS surface with 2,128
control points. RBF deformation actions do not involve changes in the domain Ω, because the surface
is not trimmed, and parametric nodes (u, v) do not change. The reference shape and parameterization
are illustrated in Figure 5. The shape-morphing action is based on a two-step deformation. In the first
step, 4 handles placed off the surface control the entire shape, whereas the second step uses 30 handles
on the surface, with local support. Each handle is allowed to move in all three Cartesian directions, thus
contributing three DoFs to the optimization. Therefore, the total number of DoFs is 102. Fixed handles
are placed at the inlet and outlet, in positions corresponding to the NURBS control points, to constrain the
displacement of these sections of the duct. The adjoint-based shape optimization is conducted to reduce
the mass-averaged total pressure losses ∆pt of the duct, defined as

∆pt =

−

∫
S I

ptρV ·n dS −
∫

S O

ptρV ·n dS∫
S I

(pt − p)ρV ·n dS
, (9)
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Figure 15: Double elbow duct. Convergence history in terms of equivalent flow solution counts (the
gradient computation cost is about that of one flow solution) of four SQP-based optimizations using
various numbers of DoFs. One is conducted by using 12 DoFs (first deformation step) and the other by
using 102 DoFs (first and second steps). Two more convergence histories are obtained by suspending the
optimization with 12 DoFs and re-starting it with 102 DoFs, by retaining the values of the first 12 DoFs;
these are referred to as ”Continuation”.

Figure 16: Double elbow duct. View of the secondary flow structure at a cross-section between the two
elbows for the reference shape (left) and the ones optimized by employing 12 DoFs (middle) and 102
DoFs (right). Contours represent the normalized velocity magnitude over the cross-section plane.

where p is the pressure, pt the total pressure, ρ the density, V the velocity, n the outward unit vector normal
to the surface and S O and S I the duct outlet and inlet, respectively. The fluid is incompressible, and the
Reynolds number based on the hydraulic diameter of the inlet is equal to 106. Figure 17 depicts geometric
sensitivities for the displacement of a handle along the z-direction. Figure 15 compares the optimization
convergence histories by using different numbers of DoFs for the parameterization. The convergence of
the optimization conducted using a ”one-shot” run with all 102 DoFs simultaneously is compared to that
obtained by starting with a low-dimensional design space allowing low-frequency shape changes (first
step) and, then, adding the DoFs which are responsible for high-frequency shape modifications (second
step). It appears that a small number of DoFs offers a great gain in the optimization in the first cycles. In
contrast, using all handles simultaneously from the beginning leads to more extended SQP line searches
and higher cost. Specifically, the SQP-based algorithm is able to reduce the total pressure losses w.r.t. the
starting shape by almost 40% using 12 DoFs, at half the cost of the first SQP cycle employing 102 DoFs,
which enables a reduction of ”just” 20%. However, after a few cycles, the latter can make better design
improvements by exploiting the greater number of DoFs. The best convergence rate is obtained by using a
sequential optimization strategy in which only a few DoFs are initially used for a few SQP cycles and the
optimization continues with a larger number of DoFs. This strategy also results in a slightly better design.

Figure 5 illustrates the improved geometries computed by the proposed parameterization method and
compares them with the reference geometry. Figure 16 presents the secondary flow between the two
elbows for the reference shape and the optimal ones, resulting from optimizations conducted using 12 and
102 DoFs. The first deformation step changed the duct shape mainly by increasing its cross-sectional area,
thus slowing down the flow, which reduces the wall shear stress and diffusion losses. The increased length
between the two elbows and their enlarged radii suppress secondary flows and centripetal forces required
to turn the flow, hence reducing diffusion losses and areas with flow separation. The second deformation
step introduces more local control and performs local changes; the result is fewer secondary flow patterns
and lower total pressure losses.
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Figure 17: Double elbow duct. Geometric sensitivity w.r.t. a design variable, namely the displacement in
the z-direction of the handle illustrated as a sphere. Colors quantify normal sensitivities. Blue indicates
that the surface is pulled outwards the fluid domain by a displacement of the handle in the positive z-
direction, whereas red that the surface is pushed in the opposite direction. Vectors illustrate 3D geometric
sensitivities.

5.3 DPW2 Aircraft Model
In this section, aerodynamic shape optimization is conducted for the DPW2 wing-body configuration [29].
The DPW2 common research model is representative of a commercial aircraft. The wing geometry is
defined by 13 NURBS patches, containing 3,638 control points overall; half of the fuselage is formed
by 11 patches, containing 4,577 control points overall. Figure 19 illustrates the wing parameterization
adopted, which is similar to the parameterization illustrated in Figure 6 for the DPW6 test case. That is, in
the first step, one handle is allowed to move in the XZ-plane and controls the overall shape of the wing. In
the second step, nodes placed close to the leading and trailing edges control the shape locally by moving
in the Z-direction, whereas the fuselage shape is kept intact by excluding the corresponding surfaces from
the morphing action. The intersection between fuselage and wing is updated by re-trimming. The two-
objective shape optimization aims at minimum drag and maximum lift at flow conditions corresponding
to a Mach number of 0.75, Reynolds number of 3 · 106 and 0◦ infinite flow angle. Figure 18 illustrates the
Pareto front for the two objectives, found at the cost of 250 design evaluations using EASY. In the Pareto
front, a solution that increases the CL/CD ratio by 3.0%, improving both lift and drag, can be identified.
Another design improves the CL/CD ratio by 4.3%; however, in this case CL is improved at the expense of
CD. [30] was able to reduce CD by 2.6% by keeping the CL equal to that of the initial geometry by varying
the angle of attack. The optimization employed a gradient-based method and a CAD-free lattice-based
FFD parameterization for the wing and wing-body junction, with 96 DoFs overall. A similar improvement
is achieved with the proposed parameterization, yielding ≈ 2.75% reduction in CD while keeping CL equal
to that of the initial geometry, though with just 12 DoFs.

5.4 TUB Compressor Stator Optimization
The TurboLab Berlin compressor stator common research model has been tested in the measurement rig of
the Chair for Aero Engines at TU Berlin. In the past, several research groups from academia and industry
studied this case [31–33] and experiments were conducted on the original geometry and one optimized
by Rolls-Royce Deutschland [34]. This stator is an aerodynamic model of a blade typically found in
modern jet engine compressors. The geometry in CAD format, flow conditions and the list of constraints
can be downloaded from [35]. This case is used to check whether the proposed parameterization finds
competitive designs compared to a constructive CAD-based one, in the framework of a multi-objective
optimization. Obviously, different parameterizations give rise to different design spaces. The objectives
are to minimize the mass-averaged total pressure losses between the inlet and outlet of the CFD domain
and the mass-averaged deviation of the exit flow from the axial direction. The mass-averaged total pressure
losses are defined in equation 9; the mass-averaged deviation of the exit flow from the axial direction is
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Figure 18: DPW2 aircraft. Results of the EA-based optimization for maximum lift and minimum drag.
The wing shapes corresponding to the two Pareto points marked with integers are compared to the
reference design shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19: DPW2 aircraft. Two selected designs (red) from the front on non-dominated solutions in Figure
18 are shown in comparison to the reference design (blue), with the corresponding handle displacements.
The fuselage shape remains intact (gray). The shape-morphing action is based on a two-step deformation:
the single handle of the first step appears as the sphere with the biggest radius.
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Figure 20: TUB stator. Left: From left to right, radial inlet profiles for the total temperature, total pressure
and whirl angle. Right: Geometric definitions illustrated for the baseline geometry at the hub and shroud.
Dimensions are in millimeters.

defined as

α =


∫

S O

(
cos−1

(
Va

‖V‖

))2

ρVa dS∫
S O

ρVa dS


1
2

, (10)

where Va is the axial velocity component. The shape is optimized for the operating point with the inlet
total temperature, inlet total pressure and inlet whirl angle spanwise profiles of Figure 20. The pitch angle
and inlet turbulence intensity are equal to 0◦ and 4%, respectively, being spanwise uniform. The outlet
static pressure is adjusted to keep the mass flow at 9.0 kg/s (full annulus).

A series of geometric constraints must be imposed; some of them are illustrated in Figure 20. Specif-
ically, the number of blades is fixed to 15; the axial chord of the blade is also constant; the minimum
values of the leading and trailing edge circles’ radius is 1 mm. Additionally, to mount the blade on the
casing (hub and shroud), two holes for the fixture in the middle of the blade, with a radius of 2.5 mm and
a depth of 20 mm each, are required. Thus, the blade thickness at these positions has to accommodate
a cylinder of material with a radius of 5 mm and a depth of 20 mm to allow for cutting of the thread
at both hub and shroud. The two holes can be placed arbitrarily inside the profile shape but must be at
least 60 mm apart from each other. Geometric constraints are handled either explicitly or implicitly. The
easiest way to handle geometric constraints is to explicitly define them by bounding the design space with
lower and upper limits on the design variables. Displacing the blade only in the azimuthal direction of the
cylindrical coordinates guarantees that the axial chord of the blade remains constant. To fit the cylinders
inside the blade, an appropriate constraint function is defined by exploiting the availability of the CAD
description into the optimization loop. This is based on the distance between them and the blade surface.
Figure 22 illustrates the results of such a constraint handling for one of the optimal designs.

The parameterization employs the proposed two-step deformation method: the first step is controlled
by 6 and the second by 24 RBF handles. Handles are displaced by changing their cylindrical coordinates
in the azimuthal direction so that each one gives a DoF for the optimization. Hub and shroud must remain
surfaces of revolution: because a non-rigid displacement of the NURBS control points would violate this
constraint, these surfaces are extended in the spanwise direction and excluded from the morphing action,
and their p-curves are updated by re-trimming as described in Section 3. The results of the optimization,
employing the proposed parameterization, are illustrated in Figure 21 and are compared with the results
obtained by an optimization assisted by a parametric turbomachinery row modeler [3]. This blade modeler
is based on conventional multi-section blade parameterization, with sections defined by parameters with
physical meaning defining the camber surface and thickness distributions. Such distributions of parameters
are controlled by NURBS so as to provide a smooth design space to the optimization algorithm. The
number of design variables for the blade modeler is 34. Both fronts of non-dominated solutions, Figure
21, are computed at the cost of 300 CFD simulations. The CAD-based-morphing optimization computes
a front of non-dominated solutions competitive with that computed by the dedicated parametric CAD
kernel. Some of the shapes resulting from the optimization are shown in Figure 22. Figures 23 and 24
illustrate fields related to the two objectives at the outlet and midspan of the CFD domain.

[34] employed 192 DoFs and optimized the blade for three operating points using as objective function
a weighted combination of total pressure losses and stator exit flow angle (formulated differently than
in this paper) and slightly different test case conditions. By giving equal weights to the two normalized
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Figure 21: TUB stator. EA-based optimization with two parameterization methods: the fronts of non-
dominated solutions computed using the CAD-based shape-morphing and a dedicated parametric CAD
tool for the designs of turbo-machinery rows, are compared. The two independent optimizations were
performed at the same computational cost. The combined front is shown as filled symbols. The shapes of
the three Pareto points, marked with integers, are compared to the reference design shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22: TUB stator. Left: Compliance with the geometric constraint regarding the fixture holes for
the shape marked with ”1” (dimensions are in millimeters). Right: Three shapes (red) from the front on
non-dominated solutions in Figure 21, in comparison to the reference shape (blue), with the corresponding
handle displacements. The shape-morphing action is based on a two-step deformation: the handles of the
first step are shown with bigger symbols.
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Figure 23: TUB stator.
(
cos−1

(
Va
|V|

))2
ρVa (see equation 10) iso-areas at the stator outlet for three designs

from the front on non-dominated solutions of Figure 21. Higher values imply higher objective function
values.

Figure 24: TUB stator.
((

pt −
∫

S I
ptρVa dS /

∫
S I
ρVa dS

) / (∫
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(pt − p)ρVa dS /
∫

S I
ρVa dS

))
ρVa (see equa-

tion 9) iso-areas at the stator midspan (left) and outlet (right) for three designs from the front on non-
dominated solutions of Figure 21. Higher values imply higher objective function values.
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objectives, [34] decreased the exit flow angle by 38.6% and the total pressure losses by 3.2% w.r.t. the
baseline. Comparatively, the Pareto front member marked with [2] in Figure 21 reduces the exit flow
angle by 32.2% and the total pressure losses by 0.8% w.r.t. the baseline by employing 30 DoFs. However,
differences in the test case conditions and constraints prevent a full comparison to be made.

6 Conclusions
This paper presented a new shape-morphing method that acts directly on CAD models, i.e., the B-Rep
model of the body to be designed, which can thus be integrated into any aerodynamic (or hydrodynamic)
shape optimization loop by ensuring that the optimal solution to be designed remains CAD compatible.
The morphing action involves a small number of user-defined ”handles” placed around or on the B-Rep
shapes to be optimized. Their displacements are controlled by the optimization loop in a hierarchical
or multi-step manner and affect the NURBS control points pertaining to the B-Rep model through RBF-
based interpolations, with local or global support, depending on the step. An indispensable part of the
proposed method is the adaptation of the 3D CFD grid to the changed B-Rep, still based on the RBF
theory. An advantage is that the proposed method overcomes the need for re-meshing, which is typical in
an optimization scheme with the CAD model into-the-loop. As demonstrated in the compressor stator
case, Section 5.4, the proposed tool enables the exploration of shape variations that constructive CAD
methods, despite their indisputable robustness, might ”miss”. Compared to B-Rep deformation methods
that use the positions of NURBS control points as design variables directly, the proposed method enables
the parameterization of generic shapes provided in standard CAD format with a relatively small number
of parameters. For instance, in Section 5.3 a wing with tens of thousands of NURBS control points
was parameterized with dozens of design variables, enabling the carrying out of efficient gradient-free
optimization. The adoption of NURBS surfaces and curves enables the use of B-Rep models in standard
formats, such as STEP format, to import and export shapes for further analysis in the design workflow.
It also allows for their use in optimization loops, such as in the imposition of geometric constraints, as
demonstrated for the compressor stator in Section 5.4. An additional advantage of the proposed method
is that thanks to the multi-step deformations, it acts as a smooth multi-frequency shape-morphing tool.
Moreover, it provides a scalable number of shape parameters employable in aerodynamic optimizations,
enabling to enrich design spaces sequentially as shown in Section 5.2 for a duct shape. To conclude,
the purpose of this paper was to propose a method that may reduce a lot the number of DoFs, without
damaging the potential the optimization method has; of course, minor damages are of no importance at
all. In this context, according to Section 5.1, the PE of the proposed method in a 2D case was compared
with the standard NURBS parameterization. Even if the proposed method reduced the number of DoFs by
50%, the PE was reduced by just 16%, which is absolutely satisfactory. Results of shape optimizations
conducted with different numbers of DoFs appear to be of similar quality; a similar reduction in drag was
obtained with less than half of the DoFs.
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